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look up a simple wiring diagram and find out there are like 25 different ones online for the same
vehicle? Well that's what I'm finding out in the last few days! I tried the first one I found, which
was a diagram showing the black and gray plugs from the back of the Durango I'm working on.
The ground is easy because it's bolted to the back of the stock deck. Once I got the new Alpine
all hooked up and slid it in, I had power and display and the memory held, so the 12v wires were
the only ones correct! I couldn't get ANY to make a noise! Back to Top. He's so
un-mechanical-minded that he would never even be able to figure out how to remove a kick
plate! But what was thinking I could do was IF there IS a factory amp, since it will never be used
again I'm installing an aftermarket amp in this same vehicle in the next few months , I would cut
the wires that several schematics show are the ones to the speakers, then just add new speaker
wire from the Alpine to those wires below the amp. THAT should work just fine. An adapter
harness like a Metra should do the trick, just make sure to connect the amp turn-on lead. I know
that most factory radios don't give wiring schematics like aftermarket
lighted headache racks
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ones do, so I never thought to look. Until I watched a YouTube video where a guy with the exact
same vehicle was replacing his stock deck with an aftermarket one. He quickly showed the top
of the stock one and you could see the sticker! I then called my friend and asked him to snap a
picture of the label on his old deck and send it to me. To my surprise, there it was! I compared
the sticker on top of the factory deck to all the wiring charts and diagrams I found online and
came up with ONE that matched exactly! I've posted that one below. Printable version. Search
the12volt. Follow the12volt. Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this
information. Please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. You
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